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The 4. It was almost identical in every way to the 4. The exception was that the 4. However, the
4. It features a 9. The engine block and intake manifold were made of aluminum, and the heads
were made of iron. A new oil pan accompanied the oil pump. Also added were improved pistons
to minimize engine noise during cold starts. A new camshaft and crankshaft balance minimized
engine vibration. The Cadillac 4. This new sequential port fuel injection system was equipped
with larger ports, throttle bores and larger valves over the previous throttle body injection TBI
system. Instead of the two fuel injectors on the throttle body versions, the PFI had eight
injectors in the intake manifold. The eight individual fuel injectors provided more power, better
fuel efficiency and superior emission controls over the TBI engines. Early Northstars, especially
the and models, suffered from oil leaks at the rear main crankcase seal. Cadillac enthusiasts
turned to the 4. Early concerns that the PFI system would not work on non-Cadillacs were
unfounded, but the 4. Rob Wagner is a journalist with over 35 years experience reporting and
editing for newspapers and magazines. His experience ranges from legal affairs reporting to
covering the Middle East. Cadillac 4. Characteristics The 4. Port Fuel Injection The Cadillac 4.
Afterlife The 4. LouB answered 13 years ago. Depends on what you men by strong Coastguard
Thank You for your service! It's rated at hp and a long run as the primary power plant of the
truck line indicating it's reliability, strength of design and reputation. That is echoed by the fact
that it is the engine of choice with most manufacturers of ground transport and support
vehicles you see servicing the airline industry at the airport. Good luck. Yes the is a very strong
motor, i have heard story's of people having up to ,KM on a and it still runs great, i personally
have , on my 4. Id swear it was new. The 4. You keep thick oil in it and it'll run forever. I've got a
67 F with the inline six and I will admit, I do burn around in it every now and again. But not alot.
As long as you give it an oil change and don't put it above 3, RPM's, it'll run forever. Mine has ,
miles on it so far. Jon answered 9 years ago. Those Ford inline 6 were one of the best engines
built by ford, they go for ever with minimum to now trouble as long as you change the oil when
supposed to. I had one that went ,kms and never smoked before the frame rotted and sold it for
parts, two other people I know had one they had real good luck with. I just bought a ford F ext.
Cab for 2, I was really paranoid considering it has miles on it. I didn't think to ask the previouse
owner but is it possible this thing could have been rebuilt? JT answered 8 years ago. Will
answered 8 years ago. My 92 f has the in it and I have pulled anything and everything I've
needed it to and the fact that it does need to be rebuilt it pulls like no tomorrow. I've had a F
Northland Edition since it was new in with a 4. Brakes, Tires, Oil and filters are the maintenance
items needed. It has thousand miles on it and it still purrs like a kitten. These days I mostly use
it to push snow off my driveway and yard. I wish I could say that for the myriad cars I've owned.
Danielle answered 6 years ago. Kevin answered 6 years ago. I've got a 91 f and its got Matthew
answered 6 years ago. Holy crap One of my best friends has a 91 F John answered 6 years ago.
This past Thanksgiving, I purchased a 94 Ford F with a L6 inline 6 cylinder engine and a 5 speed
manual transmission. The truck had sat for 8 years after the owner had a stroke and passed
away. After replacing the battery, fuel tanks, fuel pumps, sending units, belts, hoses, and tires,
cleaning the injectors and lines, and tuning the engine, I turned it over and with the help of
some starting fluid, crankedit up. It runs like a dream. I have put almost miles on it since then. I
change the oil and filter every miles. MwayneH answered 6 years ago. I owned my E since brand
new, and I have , on it. The only thing that went kaput was my distributor rotor, It kept blowin
due to a bad upper bushing in the distrib. Joseph answered 6 years ago. Mine is a F XL has ,
miles on it. Runs like a charm. No problems with it after 20 years in South Carolina. Colby
answered 6 years ago. I turned 16 about 5 months ago and i asked my dad what kind of truck
wed be tryin to get ahold of. He told me itd be a toughn. Whatever kid it might be. Well we
stumbled by a silver 94 inline 6cylinder 4WD automatic without a dent in her. It had one
previous owner and it had prolly been sittin for close to a year. Well me and my dad have always
been fond of a straight stick so we tore out the automatic and put a few manual dudads and
stuck a 5speed in the floor. It has around , miles on it and runs like a damn sewin machine.
Doesnt use a lick of oil and i change it every miles. Itll pull whatever you put behind it. Not much
for squeelin tires though. Use it right and take care of her like shes your own and it will outlive
you. Its the best truck a man can ask for. Briten answered 5 years ago. I got a 92 f 4x4 with the
inline 6 last year. Just got a little over 99k miles on it. Looking to fix it up to get more up. Any
suggestions? To start with. Albert answered 5 years ago. I had a 89 F with a straight six and the
engine does its job well, but it has no freeway passing power, your pushing it to get through
mountain passes and I once towed a newer VW Beetle on a dolly and that was its breaking limit,
I was barely able to do over 60mph with it and the brakes were also at its limit and they were all
in good shape. So if you going to be pulling more than 1 ton 2,lb then you need a more powerful
engine. The 6 in mine was rated at hp and I think lb-ft 2, rpm torque but it just runs out of breath
fast. The v8 will give you a longer power band for towing and passing power. Other than that,

the engine is awesome. And it still sucks fuel like a v8. Tom answered 5 years ago. In terms of
toughness, the l is the baddest engine on the planet. Keep the oil changed and never let it
overheat and it'll outlive YOU. Fellas after reading all that was said, I feel a lot better about my
ford xlt automatic 6 cyl. David answered 5 years ago. CR answered 5 years ago. I know this was
asked many years ago, but other people ask the same questions, and a internet search leads
them here, so answers are still relevant. I will echo some of the previous replies. I have owned 2
in the past, and just bought another one after a 10 year run without one. Is it a strong motor. I
can not stress enough how important gearing is for puling loads. So if that is what "strong"
mans to you, check how the driveline is set up! Um, not really. They are NOT bad by no means.
Just no hot rod tire burner. Strong as in longevity? The inline 6's have 7 main bearings. Making
the bottom end incredibly strong. Just do the research. It is a flat fact. I will also stress keeping
the RPM's down below Below even better. One must view the I6 in the same light as driving a
Cummins. Low RPM and fast shifts. But with the advantage of burning much cheaper gasoline.
Happy rolling! Strongest engine I've ever seen. By that I mean longevity. The LONG stroke
provides scads of torque. Gear to gear timing, no chain means you don't have to worry about
timing chains or belts. Like ANY other piece of equipment you must have parts designed for the
job it's doing. If you're running a high ratio rear end they don't pull good. Put the right gear
behind it and they pull like a tank. Higher numerically If not towing and fuel mileage is your
thing go with a 3. WVTAZ answered 5 years ago. My 94 F is one tough truck it only has , miles
on it. Never had the first engine issue, just the normal parts for the age, starter, radiator, etc. I
just wished it was an automatic my knee is tired of the clutch. Other than some normal ford rust
it is still in rather good shape. Dylan answered 5 years ago. Wait they need oil LMFAO jk Al
answered 5 years ago. I have ford e I can tell you this is the best work van I ever had, motor and
trans are all original I been around too zeros at least 5 or 6 times I'm the 2nd owner , straight 6
motor, extended body , just did body work and painted matt black , steal rims are high gloss
white, you can't tell the van is Juan answered 5 years ago. I have a stock ford f xl long bed
,automatic straight six 2wd and need to tow a flat bed trailer with a camaro. I have never towed
anything with it , wondering if its possible? MwayneH answered 5 years ago. Excellent
motor,built for torque and will pull anything you have to, Keep an eye on the motor mounts and
everything will speak for itself. Dylan answered 4 years ago. I bought a straight from a guy that
treats me like a son. Iam 19 it's the best starting out truck I believe. I love the truck and the
motor plus the c6 transmission under it its a pulling machine. I love my F It is so dependable.
Matryjus answered 4 years ago. Ive had numerous 4. Ive kept one. A with the Only has Shes a
beauty.. Ed answered 4 years ago. I've got an 89 F xlt. Always starts first crank. Take care of her
and she'll take care of you! Zach answered 4 years ago. Shopping 90s model F s and
wondering; should I look for an inline 6 or go V8? Which has the best long lasting reputation
considering I am buying an older used truck? Keko answered 4 years ago. EU answered 4 years
ago. The owner before me had the entire engine and trans overhauled, it runs like it's new. Will
do any and everything I need. You can't kill it. It also has a CFM demon cat carb, and racing
intake. Just to give it a little more umph. Lynn answered 4 years ago. I have a ford f 4.
CrustyOldDog answered 4 years ago. This is one of the best truck engines ever made. I drove
big trucks for 28 years and there is good reason why every big diesel on the road is an inline 6.
They are an inherently better design. This engine is naturally better balanced than almost any
other, doesn't set up secondary harmonics like an I4 or any V6 or V8, the seven main bearings
have already been mentioned which make it very strong on the bottom end where torque is
applied and transferred through the crankshaft. The E4OD transmission does have a problem in
the early years with being very long without an internal support which remanufacturers now
upgrade and the newer ones have from the factory. The Mazda five is good but no granny gear.
The Borg Warner T18 four speed manual is one of the best transmissions ever built and is an
absolute tank, with a non synchronized first gear with a 6. It will pull anything. The New Process
NP is a similarly superb four speed manual with a rock crawling granny of 6. It will pull a house.
All the mentioned RPM considerations are correct, including NOT lugging this engine below
rpms under load and keeping it under rpm, if you want to get decent fuel mileage. You will blow
the skirts off the pistons lugging it, as a friend of mine did after bragging about how he could
lug it like a diesel. Older diesels except Detroits couldn't be lugged below rpm either. I have had
four 4. Fortunately, the previous owner changed the oil. Also, a very common problem with this
motor is the pushrod cover gaskets slobber oil like a big ugly dog. Cooling system maintenance
is paramount. Thomas answered 4 years ago. I bought a 95 f with the IL6 back in November of
It's probably the last vehicle I will own, The one and only engine repair that has ever been made
on it was replacing a lifter and pushrod. In 22 years. Josh answered 4 years ago. I have a '91 F
that I've driven since I was 16 years old passed down from my great-grandfather then to my
grandfather and to me. We never knew if it was at 90,, ,, or , when they passed it down to me but

I'm thinking it was around the , mark since it was 19 years old when I got it. Those things would
blow before the needle even got the the "M" of normal in the gauge. Other than that, the truck
ran flawlessly for years up until about 4 months ago. I started hearing a faint knocking in the
engine so I took it into my mechanic. Took it into my Uncle's shop since he's my Austin
mechanic, we took the top of the block off, and I had a dropped valve in my second cylinder. I
had just pulled trailers full to the brim from Houston to Austin and back again with a dropped
valve and the truck didn't skip a beat These engines are soldiers. They do what they made to do.
I must have put miles on this engine with a dropped valve. Besides worsened gas milage and a
rumbling at idle, you would never have guessed. Long story short if you made it all the way
through that post or if you just skipped down because you didn't want to read - you can't get a
better engine for the price you'll pay for one of these. Rob answered 4 years ago. I have a
somewhat rusty 95 f with the I 6. Great engine! Not a lot of horsepower but great low end torque.
My engine has k miles and doesn't burn or leak oil. If my truck rusts away , I'm pulling this damn
engine out of the truck! It's a Sherman tank! It had started leaking oil due to the crank shaft
having turned so many times in the rear seal the metal touching the seal was grooved, he tried
to repair it several times but couldn't. If he had chosen to replace the crank it would had still
been a trouble free daily driver. They just don,t make them like That anymore! I'm looking
forward to a long life for both me and my new 'baby'! Skyhorse answered 4 years ago. I've got a
93' f i6 with ,miles and it just finally burst the expansion plugs for weighing the truck down with
a lot of wet sand bags.. Any one had a 88 bronco with six that had knock in bottom after
changing oil? Mjwbigfoot answered 3 years ago. I bought a 95, 4. Maybe injector clean?
Guru9VFPW answered 3 years ago. I purchased a '79 F from Cal Worthingto in December the
same year. It was a ci which I installed a T18 4 speed Borg Warnier transmission. I drove my
truck over a million miles with the original engine then changed it for a UPS. Now I drove.
Kawasaki Mule side by side in my old age! Guru9LGCT answered 3 years ago. They are good
trucks, had my 95 for 3 years started out with miles and now has miles. It may be slow but
strong. Most I pulled so far was close to lbs. Lars-Peter answered 3 years ago. Noticed that
there is a lot of support for the in-line six. Yet nobody seems to know why An in-six is naturally
harmonically balanced. There is no special attention paid to the fly wheel, like there is in a
in-line four, V-6, V-8, V, to keep the engine from vibrating itself to piecesâ€”that is why they last.
There are only three engine configurations that are naturally balanced. Flat four, in-line six, V
Step back and think about the car makers that have extra ordinary reputations for durability.
Guru93ZZV answered 3 years ago. I had a I6 It's too bad that the body and other parts got
out-lasted by this engine. It's just too bad Ford just can't make the rest of the truck parts last
like that. I suppose that is on purpose. Richard answered 3 years ago. I have a ford f with 6
which I bought in I don't drive it much but it is still in good mechanical shape including the auto
transmission. I have to sell it soon how do I summon the courage to put the beast on the
market. I know what you mean. My truck has about on it and stull runs great. I want to buried in
it because I know it will out last me. Michael answered 3 years ago. I just bought a 93 for and I
want everyone here to know that yiur comments have made me very happy with my purchase!
Its got miles so sounds like itll last forever! Linkin answered 3 years ago. GuruZZ answered 3
years ago. The vinyl interior was mint! The digital odometer read miles on it when I dropped in a
new battery. And it fired up after cranking for about 5 seconds!!! First good inspection there
confirmed that it looked as new as a low- mileage an old maid could ever look underneath. After
loading up with gallons of extra motor oil, tranny fluid, distilled water, and other extras, I took it
70 miles home on an interstate maiden voyage. The faster and longer I drove it, the smoother it
ran, consistent with a vehicle that never got broken-in, and woke up with a year hang-over. I
stopped 4 times - expecting that all the seals would be ready to blow, with all kinds of other
surprises that could occur after sitting idle for 24 years. During the first stop, I smelled burning
rubber, and the worst fear lingered that it would catch fire at any second and die a fiery death.
Not to worry- It was a little bit of over-sprayed undercoating smoldering on the exhaust system!
I knew better than to forget to change the coolant and brake hoses, along with the serpentine
belt and tensioner plastic bushing was cracked in 1, places waiting to disintegrate. The one
rubber thing I missed was the rubber hanging strap for the exhaust system, which dry-rotted
apart around miles into the trip. The only lingering fear that this old maid may have been "a pig
with lipstick" was that the factory paint was totally chalked despite having lived an easy indoor
life. Kirsopp Auto Body head classic car restoration foreman Jack Kirsopp in Pittsburgh, Pa had
many answers and reassured me that the chalk issue was because the water based paints
applied during the early years were not good quality and lacked durability. The other discovery
besides reassuring that the paint was original was proof that the vehicle was never hit, because
he sanded it down to the bare metal and discovered no surprise dings. After he primed it with
DuPont epoxy based primer sealer, he painted it with PPG polyurethane truck paint that he

assured me would be even more durable than the DuPont Imron truck paint. The odometer
recently turned 10K miles, and I'm keeping it garaged, driving it every couple of weeks to
prevent surprises. The truck completed the round trip and ran like a top. Every mechanic I
talked with knew someone who had the 4. I don't intend on selling unless someone knows a rich
person who would pay a lot more for sentimental reasons- enough for me to get a brand new
one! GuruZV12D answered 3 years ago. Drive it everywhere including towing a small boat,
which on long hills it doesn't like that much. It's not a hot rod, it's a truck. Treat it good it'll get
you where you need to go. I bought my F new with 6 and 5 speed floor shift and 2 speed rears
with 4 WD. It's always ready when I am and NO it's not for sale. Similar experience to all
comments above. I have two of them fully restored but no major engine work. Both are a joy to
drive and I alternate driving them to work everyday. We live on a ranch and neither one has a
problem pulling LoBoy trailers loaded with firewood, lumber, posts or whatever. I suspect they
will both outlast me. Bill answered 3 years ago. I have an 89 F 4X4 with the inline 6 and love this
thing. Yes the motor is strong as hell as far as torque and longevity are concerned. It is a stump
puller, not a drag racer. It will darn near pull a house off it's foundation. It will tow just about
anything but you wont be hitting 70 MPH uphill while doing it. Mine has about miles on the clock
and it starts first time, every time. I live up in the mountains of North Carolina and it goes up and
down these mountain roads just fine and with the 4X4 it will climb a tree. I have a Silverado so I
got the Ford as my winter beater but find myself driving it most of the time. Do the maintenance
and it will serve you well for a very long time. GuruY5D3S answered 3 years ago. Drof92
answered 2 years ago. After reading all these post I have to say I have a F long bed with the , 6. I
have no problem on the interstate passing up to 90 mph my does not like running 55mph or
even 65!!! It's not happy unless it's moving 70mph or better, and as far as Towing or driving in
the mountains I just undo the electronic overdrive button and I will climb any Hill pulling
Anything Could I wanted to with no problems. And it does it very smoothly. Adam answered 2
years ago. Just got a Ford F 4. Hopefully she'll last me for years to come :. Simple design and
rugged construction continue to endear these engines to a number of Ford enthusiasts to this
day. The engine has earned the monikers "bulletproof" and "indestructible" by many. Popular
legend holds that are numerous claims by owners who have purposely sought to destroy a Ford
straight-six through intentionally abusive use, but who were unsuccessful in doing so. Found in
Ford F-Series trucks in the s all the way until , the big pound iron-block powerhouse served
valiantly for farmers, construction workers, and even lumberjacks. Throughout its 31 years in
service, the inline-six has found its way into not only farm pickups, but also airline tugs,
tractors, irrigation pumps, snow plows, wood chippers and even those big brown awkward UPS
trucks that delivered you your car parts. I have had an afternoon of joy reading this page Being
a widow on Soc. From all I have read I can now feel my transportation is secured. I have had my
Haully Dolly ,, since , now at mi. Am the second owner. In that time have changed battery, slave
cylinder, alternator, and muffler. Have wanted a trailer but not sure of what she can pull till now,
manual 5 transmission. She and I take it easy on back roads treasure hunting Minimum freeway
Always starts up and we smile and wave to the shiny new fancies broken down on our favorite
right of way called Keep on Trucking"! One of the best engines ford ever produced. It will pull
but you will not break any speed records with it. I have pulled about 10, pounds with it, just
wont get you there fast. GuruC4PYR answered 2 years ago. I have a F XL with the inline 6 and I
have , on it and it has strength, I hear all the time about how strong they are but there slow, if
you look at the design and fact on this motor you will find that it was built for power not speed. I
love my old girl she has taking me many miles and got me out some jams, but like everyone
else says in the comments as long as you keep thick oil in it, it'll run forever. JeffWW answered
about a year ago. Put that coupled to a C-6 tranny to an NP transfer case, I figured that would
last me a while.. GuruLWP4H answered about a year ago. I have a F XLT with the 4. I have gone
over it and done all the maintenance work on it from fuel filter to radiator work. I just rented a
radiator tool and found I hade a little leak and put leak sealer in it and its as good as new. As
everyone is saying its slow and with a power full motor. Bought it 3 years ago with 74K, just
completed a relatively trouble free mile 6-state road trip pulling our 19RBS Vintage Cruiser. As
loaded to go that trailer weighs in at , bed generally loaded with of gear and with up to 34
gallons of gas it pulls ok unless we encounter hills with headwinds especially at altitude then
it's 3rd gear and sit back and enjoy the scenery. Only one issue this trip we stopped for a break
in AZ after a long 65 MPH pull in upper 90's weather and it wouldn't start, on either tank. Let it
sit for a few minutes and started right up, never did that before or since, maybe vapor locked at
the rail, dunno. I've done a lot to this truck to enhance our trips, HD radiator, new water pump,
all new hoses, added factory trailer tow electricals and stabilizer bars, HD Moog front springs,
rear helper leafs, HD shocks, HD brakes, XLT bucket seats, built a platform in the back of the
cab so the dog can see the scenery and we can still stow stuff below, it's a very enjoyable ride

for us. I have a Small Block ZF transmission sitting in the garage waiting to go in soon because
the M5's first and reverse gearing suck with our rig, especially in unpaved campgrounds. Will
change the rear end gearing also, 3. I religiously monitor the underhood items and regularly
change the oil 3K with Delo LE 15w- 40, allowing plenty of warmup time in cooler weather. After
replacing the dead pan gasket and pushrod cover gasket it remains pretty much leak free.
Watch that pushrod cover gasket, if it's leaky simply tightening the bolts may do more harm
than good and collapse the cover. If we weren't towing regularly I wouldn't even consider it, this
engine is incredibly adept and easy as heck to work on. Just keep an eye on it and look out for
vacuum leaks due to aged plastic lines, they can look ok but have hairline cracks. Love the OBS
Fords. Trump answered about a year ago. Yep, 23, My grandfather who just passed away left
that truck to me. It wasn't driven much but started every day. When the title was in my name, I
took the truck over tho the local gas station and filled him up with premium gas. The I worked
through the gears, put him in 4th, and got on the throttle, just to see what it had, and the high
octane gas made the truck backfire, cough, and smoke. Then it backfires one more time and it
starts running like a Ford, not like a Chevy. That thing goes all the way up to 98 and it would not
kick over to But I'm never doing that speed again in that truck. When we got back to my
grandfathers ranch, he also left me his International Tractor. We hooked up the tractor and
trailer to the truck. The ground was soft and muddy. I put the truck in 1st and the open diff spun
the RR wheel and it jumped and coughed and pulled that 3 tones worth of farm equipment miles
and got 14 MPG! Burned NO oil. If you have one of these motors or trucks. Baby them, keep
them forever. Leonard answered about a year ago. Only one I've seen with this paint so I'm
hoping it's one of a kind, I know it's factory, if anyone sees one let me know if love to see
another! GuruHGH6Z answered about a year ago. I got a 93 Ford extra cab 4x4. I bought it five
years ago with , miles it now has only , some of which I put on this day when I left my home in
Greenville Fl. I ran 70 miles per hour with the air and it drove like a champ. When I bought the
truck I did a little research and the 4x4 came with Dana 44 front and rear end I believed I read the
gear ratio was a I had a five speed manual tranny with a borg Warner transfer case. I have got
the most awesome I run mobile one high mileage full synthetic oil with a quart of Lucas at every
mile change and on occasion I add a pint of sea foam engine cleaner to yes both fully operating
gas tanks. It runs like a and pulls like a Cummins. I plan to paint it this fall to storm gray with a
matte finish and all black trim I have got the paint and tools I am just waiting on better weather I
have also changed all the body can mount bushings with the high absorption polyethylene
bushings which added a extra half inch to the cab hieght and it rides like a caddy as far as
trucks of the era go and even some of the new ones I will post a pic as soon as I get it painted.
Guru1Z2N8 answered about a year ago. Guru1M5S5 answered about a year ago. Guru2GJ86
answered 11 months ago. Me and my son bought a F that had been sitting for at least 10 years
on a farm in rural GA. We stripped off all the EGR and electronics, installed dual exhaust, Holley
4 barrel, new intake, mad plugs, graneteli wires and high voltage distributor. Thing ran like a
beast but we then swapped rear end from to LSD and it will still burn both tires. Son lost interest
in the truck, so going to pull engine and transmission to stick in an old mustang FB I have.
Loved this 4. Got one set in a Willys wagon and the other ready for next project. I have built and
engines but don't feel same about those as I do the 4. Just all around great engines. GuruF4M5S
answered 10 months ago. I have a small problem with a truck I purchased fr my aunt after my
uncle passed, so I had no involvement with this motor since the 75 6 cylinder. This one we
started it and had it running a few times my young son was driving it for its first drive in about 5
years he took it for a drive, said the starter seemed to be bad. New battery. But the starter was
fairly hot for some reason. Unhooked the battery cable and left to cool. Put cable on and it
draws power and starter starts to get hot! Then he tells me it seemed to do that with the last
one!!!!! Well ok, no sense getting upset when they are learning! Anyone with the same problem
or experience with this? GuruM4JYY answered 9 months ago. Guru7HG9B answered 8 months
ago. Complete restoration except for the engine at k which runs perfectly Owned it since new.
Complete front end rebuild. New fuel pumps starter steering gear radiator water pump Now
soon a new paint job for so Bought it new in 96 for 15k Few more years and a antique plate lol
Cant beat a 4. Best truck ever made.. I have a different car. Content submitted by Users is not
endorsed by CarGurus, does not express the opinions of CarGurus, and should not be
considered reviewed, screened, or approved by CarGurus. Please refer to CarGurus Terms of
Use. Content will be removed if CarGurus becomes aware that it violates our policies. Report
Follow. Mark helpful. Anonymous answered 13 years ago. Your Answer:. Upload Photo Photo
optional. Related Questions. Ford F - General. Start a new Ford F question. Sell Your Car
Yourself With a simple, secure transaction. Get Started. Search Ford F Questions. CarGurus
Experts. Know more, shop wisely Search. Related Models For Sale. Used Cars for Sale. The rest
of youâ€”the ones that have actually owned the Ford inline sixâ€” helped place this engine at 4

because of its legendary durability and impressive torque output. Just ask these guysâ€¦. The
rest of the truck will rot away before you ruin one of them. Those motors will never die. Part of
the fourth generation of Ford six-cylinder engines , the Ford I6 came on to the scene in and had
a year production run. The reasons for the popularity were simple: big-time low-end torque,
extreme durability, and ease of maintenance. Ford I6 engines have been known to last up to ,
miles with no major issues. They produce gobs of low-end torque, including an impressive ft.
The Ford has been used on those brown UPS delivery trucks for years. To make the engine last
even longer, manufacturers offer a wide selection of replacement part and performance
upgrades for the According to Summit Racing , here are some of the more popular items:. The
Ford I6 pulls heavy weight up steep hills with ease. Not made for speed, but the torque output is
quite good for a little 4. Change the oil on time and it and it will last , miles km. We ;own a
service dept. I have packed it down with lot of hay haling. I have owned it for 3 years. It has
bought and payed for it self many times over. I have a 91 f six which has been driven often hard
every day and now has k miles. Was bought new and used hard as a farm workhorse till I got it
maybe 10 years ago. Burns no oil and gets 20 mpg checked that twice. I am glad to hear your
six keeps you happy. I was the final line c. I never let a block go to the assembly line that I did
not want a family member, friend or neighbor to buy. Thank you for being a quality individual
who took his job to heart. The ci six is a great engine. I have owned several over the years and
nothing compares to them as far as torque and longevity. I just got a pickup that had been
sitting for 15 years. I put a battery in it and fresh fuel and it purrs like a kitten. So great to hear
from a dedicated professional who was at the heart of mass production and ensuring quality.
That just makes it real. Had the engine out for a reseal. At 80k miles the cylinders had no ridge
and looked like they had just been honed. Main bearings were a little worn, but it was obvious
the previous owner s did not use quality oil or change it frequently enough, very heavy sludge
buildup. This attitudes like this guy are what made America. I cannot remember either of my
parents lying, nor my in-laws; all WW2 generation. Thank you Bill. I more than likely had one of
yor engines in a 85 econoline My dad bought it new and we used it every day. It was a work
truck and was treated as one. I drove it from when i got my drivers license in until when i was
broadsided by a suburban driven by an idiot that ran a red light. The truck had k miles on the
clock. Through a few missed oil changes and a constant lbs of tools on its back it NEVER
missed a beat. It always had plenty of power and torque and was the most reliable truck ive ever
had or will have. When it was totaled i felt like i lost an old friend which i did i miss it terribly. It
was a part of our family and the truck we built the family business with. Also it was the last
thing of my father i had left. Though the 6 with chain did live on in the ford ute range for a few
more years. The cu in aka 4. No chains or belts. One of the many reasons they lasted so long
reliably. Some of us realize it! We never even saw the crossflow head here, import only, which is
a shame as the engine family is quite tough and capable of a lot as Aussies know well. The
integral log manifold type heads we had were not very capable of much power. We of course
used to have a Falcon as well which popularly had a this variant of engine, but the model was
discontinued long ago. Maybe it could make a comeback one day! Do you think it could be the
Barra? I think we Americans realize that since we also produced the 6 cyl here in the 60s but I
guess we would have since Ford is an American company or was LOL. But like all good things
that went along with the breeze.. John Barron? John Miller? David Dennison? The american
Ford inline 6 production had seized in The motor size was cubic inches or 4. Every fellow
American I know regards the Aussie as our best friends in the larger world. And Oceania the
continent is just fine as well. But he has no morals, no compassion, and he stopped retaining
education at about 14 years. Loved my in my old 83 F Just wish we could import them up here.
Had a in a 31 coupe ran vary good surprised many raced my sons in his 64 F mild bult was right
at his door and still pulling hard when we crossed the line. I put a out of a big ups delivery truck
into my f after putting in rv cam ,cfm 4bel. Loved my old short box ford with the and 3 on the
tree. One of the best trucks I ever owned. The only vehicle I miss more is my 69 camaro. Just
bought a 79 f We rebuilt the 6 to factory, used EFI headers, H pipe and a proper muffler. Had to
make a heater plate to get coolant up to warm the intake, but she sounds awesome. Wish we
had a better market for aluminum blocks, heads, hoods, etc to drop some weight in the old Just
bought a ford f with the 4. Re: ford engine. Zero problem in 37 years. Thank you Ford!! I own a F
with 4. Has , miles! Great for towing my sailboat. About lbs. No problem at all. Has 4 speed
tranny. Many opportunities to sell her, i would b a fool to part with her!! Runs like new,
completely stock. I have a Ford F and was told by the previous owner that it has a ci 4. Great old
truck that is in original condition that I intend on preserving rather than restoring. No rust as
has been in the Queensland out back for most of its life. My question is why does it state on the
rego papers that the engine capacity is Does that mean it is a 4. I believe that the has a 3. It was
built as a torque monster heavy equipment engine and got put in the pick-ups almost by

accident. This engine has seven main bearings. A crank that looks like it came out of a diesel.
And gear to gear timing, no timing chain. Keep clean oil and filter in them, change the air filter,
never let it get hot and keep the RPMs south of and this engine will go till the body and
suspension dissolve in rust. ANY inline six has a couple of advantages from the get go. Look at
the old Chrysler cu. Re:slant six racing â€” many yes ago these were used in southern dirt trk
Mopar cars. The stock s did have problems due to all the oil got slung up awaybfrom the crank
in the turns banked causing crank bearings to fail but put a modified oil pan and pump makes
for a hard to beat car in stock form let lone modding the rest of the motor. Also seen a article of
a modified slant six used in drag racing. If used on a flat circle track with just a modified oilpan
could net you many wins. I had a 79 Dodge with slant 6 3 on the tree when I would hit 2nd gear it
was gone. Six cylinder hands down over any other. Why the 6 cylinder love? If longevity is your
thing, great, then proceed with the I6. Otherwise, realize that any V8 of similar or greater
displacement that was made properly, like nothing British lol will make more power. And again,
since in the real world we have transmissions that match the engines desired RPM ranges, the
V8 wins. I guess the difference is those of us you call old timers worked these engines. Build
the crap out of it boar it cam it grind head good pistons valve springs a t5 good set of gears and
u got s screamer. And would it still last long? What suggestions for giving it more jump an not
beating it up? And a carbureted inline 6 I could make run with no muss, no fuss. Neither many
times can the dealer. But your basic screwdriver pair of channel locks butcher, like ME, could
make those old engines run. UPS used that particular engine in their delivery trucks till they
were no longer available. NO engine problems, at all, ever. If You do the build yourself. Put a
one-barrel carburetor on your V8 and see how well it performs. My T-model roadster with a ci
six modified for drag racng runs the quarter mile in 9. Other s with further refinement have run
seven second quarter mile times. I have a F with the 4. Currently at , miles does not use or burn
any oil. Recently had the motor pulled and replace all new gaskets timing chain cover and the
harmonic balancer, as it has cut a hole in the timing chain cover. Klinger in the NYS Southern
tier. The only thing that lets down the I6 is that Ford never mated it with a manual transmission
that matched its durability. Yes it did it had three trans that would handle its low end power first
the three speed ford top loader second the big brother the four speed ford top loader and third
the big truck 4 speed with a granny gear by np. I overloaded that f so many times and went
across the country. I had a 24 foot travel trailer with all of our belongings and had to put 70 lbs
in tires that called for 50 lbs. I had a mid eighties 4. How can you get excited about sub foot
pounds? Ate gas like a v-8 Would happily trade for any other engine on this list. I owed a 87 with
a 4 speed od manual trans. You were able to break the tires loose going into second gear. Used
it to pull down trees and pull out tree stumps and ran it for 12 years. But like anything else, if it
works good and lasts stop making it. Another bonehead move on the part of Ford. Then family
started to come around and my son whose 18 now started to drive it; when he was making a
u-turn he hit the rail and for some reason the rail was on the way, had a small damage on dead
center of the face. Only every had to replace the clutch. Just Bought a 93 f for Runs Very strong.
Gonna buy another one or two with that motor as soon as i see one for sale. I am installing a
with forged crank in my ford econoline frame on resto.. You going to trick it out a bit? Be great
to get in touch! Pete pgeorge yahoo. I bought my first new vehicle in , a Ford F inline six. Two
options back then, radio and heaterâ€¦. What a truckâ€¦. I retired it in when I bought a Ford
Duelly. I should be shot for letting it sit and rust away until when I decided to give the girl new
life. A complete frame off restoration from the ground up. What a labor of love. These engines
are the best Ford has offered. OId school yes, but heart and guts as big as Texas. I own a 83 f
with the 4. I have the same exact truck you have never had a problem science the day it was
built it has a 3 speed overdrive and very low gears does anything and everything and has k still
runs like a top. Pingback: Heirloom 4. Do you guys think a truck with the stock engine and
transmission would be suitable for towing an Airstream or sliding in one of those Lancer
enclosed campers? Mountain passes no problem? Alaska trek? More weight takes more power
to climb a hill and that requires torque or low gears. So it depends on how fast you want to go
up the hills. As long as you do not expect it to be the same as a lightly loaded passenger car it
will be fine. My 6 routinely moved 32, lb loads of fruit from farm to cannery with 24 forward
speeds and a low axle ratio nothing stopped it. Carter carburetor. I have been around this
legend since I was a kid on the farm! When I worked for Ryder our forklift had the ic industrial
engine in it and the standby generator had the ci industrial engine both running on Natural gas.
I just bought a ford f wth a i6 engine in it. I might want to resell it as i flip vehicles. First ever
engine swap, any, informed tips would be appreciated. Building a rat rod with from a 77 pickup.
I wanted a automatic and had a C4 rebuilt and used Maverick bell housing and flex plate. Did
Ford ever offer C4 behind a , maybe cars, not trucks? In Australia the Ford 6 was available in the
Ford D Series trucks an English cab over, and also in the Canadian F , these were Canadian

engines, I would like to know what the bell housing pattern is, is it same as the old cube ie
Mustang, Comet etc? To cover the Aussie Falcon range began in with the XK model with the
little , the XL had the , the XM gave us the and the pursuit motor both ran happily on standard
fuel, the XP gave us the and the super pursuit , the XR falcon still had the though did here the
was still an option, there was also a industrial motor used in concrete trucks, the XT gave us the
but aso the freaky good revvy little motor with real steel crank but there a freak of there own
breed though look like the cousin, bearing differences, crank bolt pattern prevent the swapping
of parts, the XW model had the 3. I have a fxl with the 4. Bought it new from dealer. Worked
construction self employed until a couple of years ago. Beat the living hell out of that truck for
18 years. Never had any problems with engine, transmission or differential. Yup, still driving it
and except for putting in a new clutch every , or so never had anything replaced in the engine or
drive chain â€” knock on wood. As a matter of fact the air conditioner still works and has never
been serviced except for an occasional refill. Muffler and exhaust pipes are original too as is the
catalytic converter and it makes it through emission testing. Hoses are original too. Pingback:
Does this GM truck exist? Com : 4x4 and Off-Road Forum. Pingback: 66 ford econoline power
brakes? Straight exhaust. The beat, a Chevy V-8 pickup, many times. The short bed Chevy,
would not run with the I will own another Ford, Good engine! Now, 20 years later I buy another
one. It had not moved in 15 years and fired-up with a little starter fluid and battery. Sooo much
torque, 1st gear feels like a tractor. I have a F1 with a frozen flathead 6. Any advice? I got to say,
my Ford F with Inline 6 5 speed, is a torquey s. Just purchased a sweet 79 F, granny low 4 sp, 6
and could not be happier. My wife and I are wheat and cattle farmers for 50 years this month, 47
years ago we bought a used F, a model 4spd 2spd rear axle and have used it hard all these
years, only thing ever done to that 4. Had 2 other ford trucks with the hd engines and pulling
same load and that 6 cyl could run off and hide from them! I believe that 71 or 72 was last year
that used that crankshaft and manifold. I have a F flat bed dump with the famous inline It was a
yard truck at a lumber mill and has 50, miles on it. The only problem I have is someone ran over
the oil bath air cleaner so I fabricated a hooky air cleaner and need to replace it with a better
system. I bought brand new in An F with the and T18 4 speed great pick-up and never should
have sold it. Also I had an F utility truck from a utility company with the and NP tranny with a 2
speed rear end. It had a diamond plate flat bed with a mip-ship Tulsa winch for pulling power
lines over canyons. I used it for pulling logs to Landings for a small firewood business I had.
One great truck. Take it from me the Ford inline six is the best motor ford ever made. Although
will will have to say I have a F 4X4 with the CID matched with a 5 speed with , miles on her
pulling a 22 foot flatbed loaded with hay and a stock trailer and she shows no sign of slowing
down any time soon. Second owner of a F XL white long bed with the 4. Bought it in with only K
original miles. It was a fleet vehicle owned by the city of Ventura, California used by a
supervisor so it was well taken care of. It had no rust, excellent paint and a super clean interior.
The engine was and still is in excellent condition. Today in July it only has ,xxx miles on it. I
have read every one of these statements about the I6. Not one of them mentions anything about
the Big Bronco I6. So I will. She takes us places that those side by sides go. Had a F- shortbed
with a 4 speed onthe floorand cu in. Motor was stilltight after compression test. Amazed my
mechanic. Lost truck in an accident in Broke my heart to see it go. It looked like it was already
worn out from daily farm truck use. In I then took the motor and put it in a 84 f 2wd truck just for
the hydraulic clutch. Left it wired like the Drove it daily and drove it hard. From freeway to
firewood. No maintenance, barely even oil changes. Tested the compression just for funâ€¦ lb.
Evenly each cylinder. Parked it, still running strong. Still Used it for firewood from then out.
Borrowed it to a buddy to do some scrapping. He hauled in on a triple axle trailer, leaving an 8
ton stream roller behind. Had no problem pulling it only issue was stopping it. Unfortunately the
weight killed the truck. Not the motor nor tranny. In I took it and put it in yet another 84 f 2wd.
Still runs strong will still very little maintenance to motor. Almost have it trained to need no
fluids except gasoline. And not even much of that. I rebuilt the engine at 1,, miles. The main
kicker is that it is only 2 wheel drive. Pingback: Automotive Wiring Diagram Maker â€” asket. I
owned a Ford e van brand new. To this date It did have around , the bearing on top of the
distributor went bad breaking rotors in the process and a rear main seal. Every once in a while, I
visit a local car junk yard and I bought 3 4. As one of the commentors above said, the body will
rot away before the engine dies. Your email address will not be published. Your Website. Save
my name, email, and website in this browser for the next time I comment. This site uses Akismet
to reduce spam. Learn how your comment data is processed. Summit Racing Equipment. Image
courtesy of Jalopy Journal. During his year career in the auto industry, he has covered a variety
of races, shows, and industry events and has authored articles for multiple magazines. He has
also partnered with mainstream and trade publications on a wide range of editorial projects. In ,
he helped establish OnAllCylinders, where he enjoys covering all facets of hot rodding and

racing. Rich Cappy says: August 9, at pm. Lester Huey says: March 22, at pm. Larry spencer
says: July 24, at am. William says: December 27, at am. Sean Paul Stevens says: April 20, at pm.
Roy says: July 12, at am. Bill says: September 3, at am. Barrett Reece says: November 25, at
pm. Anthony Pasker says: January 3, at pm. Chuck says: September 10, at pm. Jerome says:
August 23, at pm. A says: February 14, at am. Mike Pintur says: April 18, at pm. Hello my Aussie
Friend, I think we may be talking about the same motor! Mike P. John Banister says: April 21, at
am. Does the Australian Inline 6 use timing gears instead a belt or chain? Andrew Bowes says:
August 26, at am. John Lewis says: May 29, at pm. Chris says: January 17, at pm. Roy Dubay
says: July 31, at pm. BIG franco says: March 18, at am. Screw you, the metric system, and
australia. No one gives a shot about your hell hole Co tinent. Motrukdriver says: August 9, at
pm. Dylan Billington says: November 23, at am. Onaroll says: December 21, at am. Russell
Emerick says: January 18, at am. Chuck Lloyd says: February 16, at pm. Bruce Nix says: April 6,
at pm. Gary Smith says: April 9, at pm. Jamie says: April 16, at pm. Jim says: April 25, at am.
Miki Csupak says: May 11, at pm. Grant says: June 3, at am. Ronald l Heinkel says: November
12, at am. Douglas Simms says: June 7, at pm. Leland Hewlett says: May 1, at pm. Martin
Ledermann says: July 8, at pm. Tom Swinburn says: December 14, at am. James Vinson says:
March 30, at pm. Jon from Milwaukee says: September 7, at pm. Mike says: July 28, at am. Todd
Fox says: October 16, at pm. Chuck says: November 24, at am. Randnob says: March 13, at am.
Chuck Lloyd says: August 6, at am. Hans Davidsson says: May 4, at pm. Byron says: April 20, at
pm. Gregory P. Koesel says: July 4, at pm. Brian C. Thomas says: August 1, at am. The Ethanol
is killing my mileage the engine got 17 mpg for live now it about Brian in Texas. Mike Kiv says:
August 6, at am. Hank Sliski says: September 17, at pm. Elias A says: September 24, at pm.
Wade says: September 29, at pm. Larry says: November 3, at pm. Matt says: January 1, at am.
Austin says: July 6, at pm. Tks Tim. Dennis Gwynn says: May 11, at am. Kenneth Mckay says:
May 10, at am. Bruk says: May 10, at pm. Wes Kouns says: July 5, at pm. Tom Heuerman says:
July 12, at am. OnAllCylinders says: July 20, at am. Tom Ley says: September 6, at am. Bill
Hager says: May 18, at pm. D says: May 23, at pm. Doby says: October 4, at am. Ryan says: May
30, at pm. John says: June 3, at pm. Eric Bottoms says: August 19, at am. Bill Bryant says:
January 21, at am. Norbert strecker says: June 6, at am. Mel Shuman says: December 3, at am.
Ralph says: July 13, at am. Joana Barrett says: October 1, at pm. Jim Palmer says: November 1,
at am. Dennis S. Nick hampen says: August 1, at pm. Johnathan Rogers says: May 24, at am.
Matt Hintze says: December 27, at pm. Leave a Reply Cancel Your email address will not be
published. Ford 2. These new remanufactured engines come with OEM or equivalent pistons,
rings, bearings, valves and gaskets, making sure that this engine will stand the test of time.
Many engines come with valve covers, oil pan, balancer and a new front covers already
installed. Note: The VIN number is visible through the windshield on the driver's side of the
vehicle. Note: The complete VIN number is needed to identify the correct part number. Chrsyler,
Dodge, Jeep Engine Specials. Cadillac Northstar Engine Special. Acura Engines. Mazda
Engines. Chrysler Marine Engines. Ford Marine Engines. Chrysler Performance Long Block
Engines. GM Marine Performance ci Engine. Acura Transmission. Buick Transmission. Cadillac
Transmission. Chevrolet Transmission. Chrysler Transmission. Dodge Transmission. Ford
Transmission. Geo Transmission. GMC Transmission. Honda Transmission. Hyundai
Transmission. Infiniti Transmission. Isuzu Transmission. Jeep Transmission. Lexus
Transmission. Lincoln Transmission. Mazda Transmission. Mercury Transmissions. Mitsubishi
Transmissions. Nissan Transmissions. Oldsmobile Transmissions. Plymouth Transmissions.
Pontiac Transmissions. Saturn Transmissions. Subaru Transmissions. Suzuki Transmissions.
Toyota Transmissions. Acura Standard Transmission. Buick Standard Transmission. Cadillac
Standard Transmission. Chrysler Standard Transmission. Eagle Standard Transmission. Ford
Standard Transmission. GM Standard Transmission. Honda Standard Transmission. Hyundai
Standard Transmission. Infiniti Standard Transmission. Isuzu Standard Transmission. Jeep
Standard Transmission. Mazda Standard Transmission. Mercury Standard Transmission.
Mitsubishi Standard Transmission. Nissan Standard Transmission. Oldsmobile Standard
Transmission. Pontiac Standard Transmission. Suzuki Standard Transmission. Toyota Standard
Transmission. Dodge Cummins 3. Dodge Cummins 5. Ford 6. Ford 7. Ford 3. Ford 4. Ford 5.
Ford , , Engines. The flash menu provided by f-source. All Rights Reserved. New
Remanufactured Ford 4. Rebuilt engines for Sale. Purchase online. All Rights Reserved Ford 2.
Ford Engines. The Trans Am made a name for itself with its large displacement and cubic-inch
V8s in the s. It was the last large displacement muscle car with a 4-barrel carburetor and a
performance engine tune. Hot Rod magazine back in , obtained a This performance time would
have been mighty respectable back in the original muscle car era when high compression V8
engines without pollution control devices ruled the streets. The low-compression W72 Trans
Am was equipped with a catalytic converter and all the other pollution control devices the lates

American market cars were equipped with. Not to mention the W72 Trans Am tipped the scales
at a little over 3, lbs. NHRA rated the stock W72 at horsepower. The was the best choice for
Trans Am duty starting in However even with a semi-performance engine tune, a free-flow dual
outlet exhaust system, and a 4-bbl carburetor the most horsepower the V8 could produce for
was The Trans Am was extremely popular, a total of , total units were produced for A
horsepower and lb-ft of torque V8 was on the engine option list for the Trans Am but there were
very few takers. It was a stroke of genius, it was a way Pontiac could provide large displacement
like horsepower and torque from the small displacement 4. Part of the problem was the W72
which the LU8 replaced was underrated. Comparing the LU8 to the W72, horsepower and torque
numbers appeared to be in the same neighborhood where the LU8 was only 10 horsepower less
than the W In reality it was at least 50 horsepower less. An auto journalist back in the day
summed up the LU8 perfectly by saying it felt more like a cubic-inch V8 which was a
compliment. Two other areas where the LU8 was at a disadvantage was it was mated to a
mandatory 3-speed automatic transmission and a 3. The W72 was mandatory with a 4-speed
manual transmission with a factory Hurst shifter and 3. However in comparison to all other
American performance offerings of , the Turbo Trans Am was top dog. Most new performance
cars in had well under horsepower. The best that the Chevrolet Camaro Z28 had was a 5. The
best the Ford Mustang had to offer was a 2. Hot Rod magazine test drove a stock Turbo Trans
Am which ran the quarter-mile in This was really fast for , but took 1. The LU8 engine option
would return for , however horsepower and torque dropped slightly to horsepower and lb-ft of
torque. Even though the LU8 was available on the Firebird Formula, it will be remembered for
being the top performance motor of the Trans Am. Had a electric port type fuel injection been
offered instead of the carburetor, the LU8 would have had much better performance numbers.
Carburetors were too antiquated to take full advantage of the forced air from a turbo. In other
words Pontiac did the best it could with the technology available at the time. In other words
Pontiac with the LU8 managed to make a reliable fuel efficient V8 which kept performance fans
happy back in and The Trans Am Turbo has been the recipient of unfair bashing by some car
collectors and auto journalists â€” and this even includes those within Pontiac car collector
circles since the Trans Ams before it and many after it had better performance numbers. These
cars are beginning to skyrocket in value just like previous Trans Am models so they present
great future return on investible potential. Another aspect of their growing appeal is that these
Turbo Trans Ams were the last of their kind â€” the last of the awesome second generation Tran
s Am body-style and the last Trans Am to have a Pontiac V8 under the hood. Starting in , the
Pontiac was gone, cancelled by GM which left the Trans Am to soldier on with Chevrolet derived
small-block V8s. As time has gone by the Turbo Trans Am is getting the credit it has deserved
all along. Pete Dunton. Muscle Cars. Ford's cubic inch inline six cylinder engine is one of the
world's most popular unkillable engines. With an excellent reputation for reliability and several
decades of production, the six has provided millions of truck and van owners with faithful
service. While it might be stout, the 4. In most applications this isn't an issue, as it was intended
to provide affordable towing and hauling capability with modest fuel consumption, and after all
it was enough to help a Ford truck win the Baja no less than three times. Still, those seeking a
boost in power have traditionally gone the swap route and dropped one of the many Ford V8
engines that are a direct fit for any CID 6 application. A growing number of Ford fans, however,
are now choosing to walk a different path. In a world where small block V8s are everywhere,
building a six for performance is a way to stand out from the crowd. Compared to even 10 years
ago, there's a growing amount of aftermarket support for squeezing more horsepower and
torque out of this often overlooked engine. Curious about how to put together a performance
build of the Ford inline 6 variety? Here are the 3 steps to take towards building more power.
Note: we're going to avoid providing specific power gains for each of these mods, as different
combinations will yield different results, especially on a motor as bottled-up as the 4. Consider
these as the baseline modifications you'll want to make, and remember that you'll have to tune
accordingly to take full advantage of what they bring to the table. One of the biggest roadblocks
to making horsepower with the Ford six is its ability to breathe, and one of the easiest ways to
improve its lung capacity is by installing a header to replace the stock exhaust manifold. There
are a number of different companies that make header designs for the Ford engine, including
Hooker, Hedman, and Clifford, with most of these being long tube designs. There's a major
caveat to this advice, however, and it has to do with comparing carbureted to fuel-injected
engines. The former will see major benefits with a header installation, but EFI motors are
already rocking some very efficient exhaust manifolds and there's no advantage to replacing
them. In fact, you'll often see carbureted six projects with EFI manifolds because they're better
at managing heat than a long tube header, and are significantly less expensive. If you're running
a full exhaust then an EFI manifold is a good choice across the board. Spending more money on

long tube headers for a carb build will see additional gains, while those running forced
induction or a full race motor will definitely want to move past the standard manifold. Keep in
mind, too, that peak power is only the tip of the iceberg. A good header or manifold upgrade can
help an engine churn out more average power across the RPM range than it would have stock,
which translates into a better driving experience. It's equally important for the Ford 's intake
system to be upgraded in order for it to take full advantage of any exhaust mods. Most
aftermarket intakes are geared towards facilitating the replacement of the stock 1-barrel
carburetor with a much more effective 4-barrel unit, although it's possible to add a 2-barrel to
the stock intake by way of an adapter. Companies offering 4. Side draft and down draft
manifolds are also available. Not all of these intakes are currently in production, but they are
floating around out there in the corner of someone's garage or the top shelf of an auto parts
warehouseâ€” if you dig. We're going to break our rule about 'no specific power predictions' to
point out that with the right combination of intake and exhaust, you can easily add 60 to 75
horsepower to the six, along with 50 additional lb-ft of torque. We're mentioning this because
that's an astounding 60 percent improvement over stock, given the engine's modest baseline.
It's very possible to over-carb the engine, so don't go too wild when picking a 4-barrel. Make
sure it matches the fueling needs of your build. If you're sticking with EFI, you'll be
disappointed to find out that factory is your only bet when it comes to intakes. Given that it was
offered in so many different applications, it's not surprising that the list of available camshaft
grinds for the Ford is long and distinguished. The most important thing when choosing a
camshaft is making sure it matches the type of driving you plan to do. Shifting all of the
performance to the high end of the RPM range doesn't make a lot of sense for a street-driven 4.
If you're building a drag car, it's a different story. Engine compression and the ability to tune to
take advantage of the improved lift is also crucial, so if you're an EFI owner you'll want to move
to an aftermarket engine management system. Finally, don't forget to upgrade the valvetrain to
deal with any additional stress that might be put on it by a more aggressive camshaft. Sign up
for more restomod content to add horsepower to your inbox. Camshaft Given that it was offered
in so many different applications, it's not surprising that the list of available camshaft grinds for
the Ford is long and distinguished. More From Driving Line Curious about other unkillable
engines that will run forever? Check out our round-up of the most reliable motors ever built.
Recommended For You. Retrobuilt Bullitt: Based on a Mustang. Stung by a Sharp Kia Stinger.
Subscription Confirmed! Continue on to the site and look for links to the latest articles, as soon
as they are released. Sign me up for a quarterly digital magazine subscription. View or
Download our free Digital Magazines Today! Go to newsstand. Our Ford 4. This Ford Inline 6
engine was introduced in the mids for use in Broncos, F Series pickup trucks and Econoline
vans to name a few. This fuel injected long block has been completely remanufactured with
updated parts. Unlike most rebuilt Ford 4. Every Long Block motor is inspected and tested to
the highest industry standards and comes complete with our Platinum warranty. Every block
must pass our magnaflux inspection designed detect any microscopic flaws or cracking. Blocks
are then thermal cleaned followed by steel micro blasting until they achieve a brilliant
appearance. Once a block is fully cleaned, we begin our precision boring and honing process.
Using a carbon two-stage power hone we can maximize the sealed area and ensure to precisely
meet the recommended RMA readings. Computerized micrometers are used to resize rods with
strict accordance to factory recommendations. Crankshaft's are precision cut and micro
polished to achieve a 12 RMA reading or better. We meticulously mill each Cylinder Head until
perfect alignment and sealing of the head gasket is achieved. Our Cylinder Heads are
assembled using a new valve stem an
honda accord 2010 interior
gmos lan 01
2016 gmc terrain manual
d seals that feature the latest in high temperature technologies increasing heat resistance and
longevity. These polished Cylinder Heads are pressure tested using magnetic detection to
eliminate the chance of cracks or flaws unseen by the human eye. Before each head is mated
their block using the correct torque valve we vacuum test all seals for proper seating. Triple
angled cutters are used to machine the valve seats ensuring proper pressures and flow. All
valves, valve springs and valve guides must pass our stringent process of meeting and
exceeding OEM specifications. Heads are aligned for proper bore consistency. Every
remanufactured long block has been specifically engineered to help improve the inherent flaws
and failure points that can be found in many of today's engines. In the 80's Ford Motor
Company introduced the fuel injected inline 6 for use Ford 4. Tax excluded Delivery: 1 to 3
weeks. Vehicle Year Vehicle Year. Custom 4. Product Details. Condition New product. Quick

view.

